Mounting a Caldwell Deadshot Treepod to a Wheelchair

Here's some quick images showing how I mounted the tree pod to my chair. The modifications were minimal. I cut the platform mount off of the lower tube assembly and drilled 2 holes in the tube after determining where the clamps would need to be. The clamps can be anywhere on the tube and at any angle as long as they are mounted directly above each other on the chair.

Once mounted to the chair, the upper height adjusting tube may need to be shortened so it can go low enough. Depending on where your bolts go through the lower tube, the upper tube may need to be slotted to clear the bolts.

The clamps I used are the Chauvet Light Duty O clamps, model CLP-10 available from Amazon.com.

Let me know if you have any questions or need other pics, I'm happy to help any way that I can! Mike mschmitz@bellsouth.net